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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.10.0-rev30
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.10.0-rev28
Open-Xchange AppSuite office-web 7.10.0-rev9
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #5179.

55298 Maximum configured sized needs to be fixed for Japanese Error message
Response format was strangely encoded HTML.
This has been solved by forcing response format to be correct HTML with JSON data.
61167 Mail folder could not be found: confirmed-spam
Spam/ham information advertised mail account data even though no spam handler was available
or concrete spam handler tells to not create such folders.
This has been fixed by suppressing spam/ham information in mail account data if spam is disabled
or no such folders are supposed to be created according to spam handler specification.
63211 Expired Vacation notice shows up ”active” within the popup of the settings area
In contrast to the main activation button the little toggle is considering the date range.
The little toggle now only depends on the active state of the rule.
63387 Additional empty line on signature
This is just an improvement for signatures: Signature with empty content (only whitespace) will not
be added anymore.
63443 Feedback Module: Text message is not aligned properly when the mouse is hovered
on the rating/selecting rating icon in IE browser
Some misinterpretation of CSS from IE 11 caused this issue.
This has been solved by adding a CSS fix only for IE11 to handle this issue.
63477 About model shows old copyright date
The default copyright is now displayed correctly.
63482 Address picker displays incorrect items for ”All folders”
During the closing process the Address Picker was not properly reseted.
Now the folder selection is reseted during the closing of the address picker.
63767 Error when creating an appointment from email
Util function sent undefined instead of empty object.
This has been fixed by returning the correct value. Now it is possible to create an appointment from
email without getting an error.
63965 SQLException: Duplicate entry for key ’PRIMARY’ after upgrade to the latest version
Ensure no duplicate entries are left in ”filestore2user” table when trying to change its PRIMARY KEY
to prevent this issue.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

55298, 61167, 63211, 63387, 63443, 63477, 63482, 63767, 63965,
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